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1. .BACKGROUND

1.1 "'Since 'independence,'" the African Governments 'in "a relentless ..effort have-striven ,;

to achieve an alternative authentically African-pattern of. economic development. - The.. .

major pre-occupation and the main objective of the African Governments,,-:in this./;,_ ,..;

endeavour, constituted, inter-alla, the rapid development, upgrading and reorientation

of the natural "resource-"base to the development of their indigenous economics., r,.Tho ^

development of "natural resources- during the'colonial era was ^iii, many instances rerratic ..

and was largely1 confined to'the development ■ of areas' and 'to the extent--that .only served^

their exploitation'and profit-oriented- interests. ' Host,' if not all, of the-investment .

done was on trade and enclave industries. ■ . ' ■ '■ . :i ' .. r ;

'■■"'■' ■ "' ■ ■ - - ■ - ''.:'. : '.. / ,,

2. Prior to", .and oven well into independence years,' the'most_ profitable .and modern

undertakings wore in the hands of foreign enterprises. With moro- security.-for foreign--.:

cntrcpronours in colonies, the indigenous private sector uas-unablo to" compct.c.' - The- - .

indigenous private sector'was, thenj virtually non-existent except."in petty tr.ade and, ■-.

agriculture where sutsistancc" is dominant,1 On the other- hand,- the public sector, was.:' | -

created, by necessity. Thus, the development of the public sector was entirely-linked .

to the." developmental .objectives, of tho colonial rulers uho had toJcch .-thu first stops.- .,

towards the creation of public enterprises in Africa1 such as .railways, ports and:roads _-

mainly" .to facilitate'the transp'ortaticn and which, v/as-just enough to-.maintain- aiid-.- ... <...-

provide raw materials at low coots to thuir home industries. ■...". -■ - . .-.: ;.:, .--•-;

3. With indepehdenco, the governmente arono'-wcro to face tfhc_ difficult tack of> - ._.-

shouldering'a rapi'd economic development-drive "that, is consistent with the resource ■

endowment and the aspiration of its people. The task of filling-in-gapc and in

particular of orienting and-moulding tho privat'c'sector acti-/itios .into the overall %-

economic cuid social life of the country was tremendous, since the colonizers did not

give the necessary support to the indigenous intrcprcr.ouricl clc.sa to develop by itself.

The private sector, by. that time, was wook? fragmented and void of :iclciar.rvision duo to--

the undeveloped infrastructure, and lack of opportunities,.capital and the required .,

skills. ''Lacking the'active support of-a'viable '^id' strong private sector, .and in an, ,

effort to stabilize" ahd strengthen its political independence.with economic independenco,

the government has to shoulder the -responsibilities of "development.- .



4. As a result/ besides building tW liugu" infrastructure initial typo of

investment projects, tho government had to .undertake thoso enterprises that -are

possible but too difficult and ur-.ttractivo for tho private soctor. For this reason,

most of tho import-substitution industries "started with tho public soctor in tho

manufacturing field. Since'then, tho public sector expanded and extended into the

various productive ventures, leaving tho private soctor to evolve and develop itself

slowly into the loss risky ventures in the areas of services and small businesses*

At this stage, the emergence 'and growth of tho public sector as a loading and dominant

sector to'initiate, rationa"liso'.-id direct tho .process of economic growth^was en

inevitable' ventuVe-. ■".*'.• : . - . • _ ,- -- ■

5. -'This study, -.is recommended-by tho Second session of" the "Joint Conference of

Africon'Plonners, Statisticians and Demographers, basically addresses itself to the.

subtler investigation of tho appropriate measures for effective co-ordination of

development activities.'between the public, and private sectors, and hence to raise

issues as to their proper scope and perspectivetin-influencing the course of economic

development in African countries. Tho study falls in 7 sections. Section"2 surveys

the envisaged pattern of development under-various typos of economic philosophies and

systems. Section 3 gives details of the mechanism of tho legal and institutional

set-up of-the public sector. Section 4 surveys the merits and demerits of the two

sectors in the'overall development-process of developing countries. Section 5 spe

cifically -reflects the actual performance of tho tuo sectors in an African context in

,a comparative historical .analysis with other regions of tho world. Section 6 is

entirely devoted to the Interaction of. the public and private sectors at th?r sectoral

level in the light of the nature,, size, degree .and scope of oPer tion,, together, with

enhancing a desirable level of involvement,, the institutional mechanism that would

maintain it, and the policy measures that would promote it. Tho last Section 7 is

primarily devoted to indicate and highlight the now opportunities offered and the new

challenges foetid by adopting aii intcmally-orientod. development approach-as stipulated

by the Monrovia Strategy , ■ the Lagos Plan of Action .and the Final Act of La;ros. .

2, 'A CONCEPTUAL OVMVIjIM UN DOR DIFFIiKStfT TYPE3 OF .ECONOMIC SYSTEM

6. The pertinent question which remains and tho one loading to considerable and

lengthy discussions ishow to determine the most desirable structure for a society on .

the light of the nood'fo institutionalize changes in tho^oconomy in terms of the

transfer of technology-and■efficiency in developing natural resources and innovations.

i Is it tho private or the public soctor that will increase- tho economic efficiency and

hence tho economic raid .social welfare of tho people more rapidly .and more efficiently?
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Is it that the generation and mobilization of savings and hence of investment will

,-. grow :more faster ..under a system, of private enterprise? Or, alternatively is it that

a.Jpriyatevehterprise, system, is iDyt. its own, nature more 'wasteful" o'f. resources as it

behaves 'anti^-socially^, and that.rthe. mobilization of. sayings and' 'deployment'';of '•'

.investment-resulting hencefrpm will bo more soundly and economically employed by the
...State?--- ' ,.- :''"".'' ' '■ ' ■ ■- -' • -'■<.- ... .■ .--.■

■ "'.-■. ' ' '*" " K ' ' ''"' ■'-'■ - . ' ' " -i.- *.'.,:*:■ .; -j :

7.. .- + In its Ideological setting,, the question of .the type of enterprise "to bo -

preferred and thus_to be expanded is still a subject of controversy. In. 'a'-typical

industrialized capitalist country the private sector is dominant and the :role of the

public.- sector; is quite marginal, serving.only to impose regulatory' cihecks Tand 'balances

■ '.on .the operation of the market, ■ With this system, 'the"public sector-is strictly pro—

.'.^hibitedr {t.o-enter ;into ventures v;here it would, compete'with private enterprises/'even

■ ' in: public -utilities if; thcrpriv?,te.sector has. an advantage. _" A'large number-df basic

services such as the provision of education and medical services' 'are usually provided

by the private sector. Nevertheless, within this group whore the role'of the""private

- services,.vior /areas: where substantial, economic, externalities are desirable*. "The provision

: of-such utilities':is ; justified -on the- ground.,that .they are natural, monopolies and con

best''bo 'served by a'-jsin'glo authority, on a-national--scale -such as, the provision of

electricity,: railways,-,'and. postal and telecommunication services, as well as'the

'provision .of- services by local -authorities_whose-,.continuance is considered to be a

"national'interest, such as v/ater^supplies, sanitation facilities, and stre'e'V

lighting, etc. ■ ■ ; -1 ,,■.•-, ; . . . *, " ■■■■■■ -■■-■.-,.

8.' '.c- Within- the,,capitalistic.- framework, the system develops its own devices,

^"mechanism and.cprrpctivc-.measurfie td coup with, changes, .and", economic phenomena" arising

'••' 'from trade an_d business cycles and disturbances .inherent, in the nature o'f the system

•itself. In this adjustment process, basically .two schools of thou^i'ts have emerged,

-namely . the; Neoclassical^ and.the Keynesian. models, _ with" respect to the role of'.the State

to restore; and stabilize the, conditions for equilibrium. *VBiilo the Neo-classical

'.:- school of" thought emphasized^ ,the dominance of the private'sector to regulate 'the

'. economy.'\thr.ough the market forces, ,the Keynesian modol/assign'qa primary ■'consideration

to the role of tno State in'managing the economic affairs. ' ' l " ' ' '■
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icatien of such1 models within the 'capitalistic .fromowoiic is, -however,

sector might'in My cases bring in enlarged of pub xc enterprxs s. ..

in some cases'such expansion is'sometimes limited only to xncreases xn .

^s^ .onotar, instants' .«eetinS suoh variables as the

rate of interobt, and credit creation, etc. __

mier'we almoBt' exclusively, based on the public

flexibility is there whioh oombine self-manage^nt of oolleotive ownershxp.and- State
fontroi; The oo-operative^was a favorite form of this type of organxzatxon ,ath some
'utonoi; iV'polioy decisions. M o'o-operatives are under the solf^onapment^pf
their worker!members who are also collectively the osiers of the .enterprxse though
they can not withdraw their shares individually. " ■

11''- 'Mixed:eoononies raise problems of a different character/ Their"e

have considerable public ovmershipof a varying number, of xndustrx 1 enter-

etc.
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r.12, -> -V In^-Third eWorld- Countries,; planning.and. programming -economic; development, is , ^

a{.commpnxpract_ice taking various* forms and ranging, from indicative/:to comprehensive

planning depending in manyccountriesrPn thefphilosophical .orientation-to, economic, JC

^/development.;^Within ;thisrgroup, public;,enterprises^ play-a crucial role .as instruments

to promote ^equity and. grpwth.- In rthe, two extremes^,-ofx highly developed^capitalisj; , ■

and completely centralized planning-systems^,capi-tal fqrmatiqn- was left.-entirely; either

to the private sector, or to the public sector. Due to their special circumstances,

most, of the ^.developing countries,,, wifth. the exception pf..some have> developed*, on the,

main-,; a, mixed, economy .strategy, -more 'often than/not.^jwi-th :Qr leading.-public, sector; as

planning1 ini these,pountries; is^set and geared'-towar,ds a-nonrmonolithip direction,,. ,

z:y .100 j - r.x~ I.-- .\f, : iJ *» V- V -.i-ui.'." j "- -v_i*' e-";t;..-. _rrJ'.:. .-. 'it j^i,. -y: i . %

13, However, most of the arguments about the forms that the.-public -and vthe -private

sectors should toko revolve.around the degree of centralization and the degree of

flexibility iwithih the .entire-.systom^of- economic 'organization. ■ In most developing!

countri^s^r.centralizationj-ranges.frpm'what seemed, as-excessive.,central-control^of ■ -.

■ > governments departments and,units to'.an independent :decision-fnakihg organ, under, govern*

meht" patrona'ge', K Organisati'ons. which" are cphcernedi'about- commercial; performance- and1

■.efficiency''tend'to: swing from'some 'degree of" centralization' -to-some degree .of-dec entrap

f lizatibni'int.dec.isionHTiakihg as^.diffcrent ;controls+are necessary ;for'.different: classes

of-'-ac-tivity. At. anyf rate| "different^formsu-ofo mixture, exhibit -themselves' within the

broader extreme, limits,. Biis;however,1.raises -V-number'.ofrdssuos-:about the""difficulty

of classifying public sector forms. .t.-^a:; }szx.t?i::. "> ■: .r-..-!i >.j to ■.;-., It■ io--.??ii

14r I*10. Public sector is generally characterized under three basic legal forms:

-''". ,.(r)" "riie government' cLepartment/uniT; ■\'v" '. "' "" _' _" " '" ""

■■'•I.: :v> (-2).>i'. Public corporatiphs,; >: " ,. .- ■-> .riczs-. .-. 2.- ::."'. r ■-.- ■"■< ■ :-.i' -'rr.:. 1

(3)'J State companies, " " . , * "'. >'"L ' J i r 'J"i

15. A normal- government department" "isf financed from taxation and is headed "by*-a

minis't'er,who'is usually fully .responsible'for its operation, Ihe's'tatutbry'corpc—

ration is usually establishecT/and set-up''under' its1, own law with responsibilities'

directiyVimposedVpbn iyiyy'Hfte legislator. ^At statutory c'orpofatibn may'be ~,t ' .

endowed by its' own responsibilities" separate "from those of tlie minister. This

would 'appear to give it some autonomy, but in cases where the board of directors
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is appointed by-the minister, the'miriist'er-or the'ministry will Have powers'1 "of formal

direction/ The-State Company'is usually* established"undcr th"o:- Companiesr,'-Act of the

country'ebneerned. The position of the' parastatal "is-'similar* -At-onG-etid of-the-^

scale,- it may-be-effectively independent with little' government intervention or'under ~

strict" government control particularly'in cases where the minister or-'one of his **

■r representatives -is-chariring the board of» directors^ -- ■- * -". ' -" -" \: ". ,

l6.r ■ However, whatever" the legal-form'or entity,', government control-'and respon-'.

s'ibilrties is'exercised-in various-forms-depending on. its philosophy1 of economic

development'. In"-this Context, the-structure oft organization appears'-to be--dependent

on the size of the public sector. Whereas countries of the centrally planned economies

have made their sectoral organization dependent -on sectoral'"ministersJLothGr' countries

of different economic practices have made them dependent on central holding companies

■arid/or -development agencies. < ; . i * <. . ' . : c. ■ ,.■ .■■'_• yi:

17v '•■ ■ Some of. the' statutory:-boards do .enjoy 'monopolistic, rights due to the-nature'

of'their services', such'as pbulic utility boards,. the. telecommunication, and Por;t;_..',

: authorities,'--etc. Ihese-types .of monopoly are.also common in capitalist countries due

to^ economies' of, scale--and national prestige such as ,the -operation- .of airlines-, ■ eto»,

:It-is common with many countries that most of the statutory boards are.aocor.dGdo.with

i .some kind.-.of preferential treatment such as priority,in1 obtaining raw materials, fuel

and* other.-supplies essential, to their operation* . Mostt.of them receive benefits in. -,

vvaribusi-forms of tax .exemptions, 1 concessionary loans, .subsidies and" other: forms, of .

financial assistance from the national budget. . . ,• ■ .-;■■.;. r.o, ■ ■ -:'. ; .

:-.■:. ! \" r -r--^ - ■ /d ■ • •• *. i. ■-■;+—■ ■■ ;. .t - .:.; ' ■. :.!.-.:„ - - .;, ■»

18, Ch the other hand, the State companies are run strictly on commercial basis

and operate in areas of well established business practices. In such type of orga* ■

nization the government acts as a businessman, Ejcpenditur.e^pattern- of /these' companies

will bo dependent on market fluctuation with consumer demand and as such does not

depend on taxes. However in many countries such characteristics depend upon the

particular line of the activity of the firm, its role within the economy, and the ^ .

volume, of investment.. Horeover,_it is a,general understanding that since parastatal

of such^ndture should perform within,the. pattern of public interest which the govern

ment usually dictates,:the executive are generally vested*with powers to issue

directives especially*in cases where'there is much concern of public accountability.

However,' in many of these cases,'the State participation is carried out through"qh" _

agency or development, board which helps to give the public enterprise the necessary

autonomy required for sound and efficient operation.
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the'mixed'firm"19. .. Another feature where the public., sector often'operates is the

where- both,,the State and.privrte capital .participate, with the understanding that-

the^firm will operate just like any commercial undertaking seeking to maximize" -% l

profits. .Within this framework of, joint venture, the State participates actively x

in production and promotion by providing financial, industrial security, support to

priv-atef capital and greater bargaining power,', while the participation of private

capital would ensure efficient operation through entrepreneurial ability and manage^'

ment independent of political interferences. In cases where 'investment =and large-'"

scale operations require technology of a complex nature or/and provision of critical

inputs and supplies of foreign-origin, the structure of the mixed firm is'extended'to

permit foreign capital in a three-way^ participation,, wh"ere 'foreign "capital would con

tribute to .transfer of tephnology at a.minimum cost, regularize "the supply of critical

inputs, and facilitate, access to international commodity and financial maVkets^*

20. - It is .worth mentioning, however, that the variety and over—lapping of'fdrms

is of less -significance -as.-.expediency and convenience other than principles may ' '

constitute, practical reasons for adopting one form, than another. The range of

variation which relates to public accountability and-central control Versus .devolution,

■ rather,.than the,form by itself, -is of more .analytical importance.

3. - 'THE CASE FOR THE.. PUBLIC - MD PRIVATE^SBCTOR IN DEVELOPING" COUNTRIES '

21.- : In the African countries as well as in ,m?jiy developing countries the^pfe-'"

dominance of public enterprises have usually to.be justified on specific_pragmatic_

grounds rather than ideological ones. The developing African countries have peculiar

problems . of■ their own. _, The.development .of. these eponomies are largoly^ constrained.

by'dominance of ,a.large -subsistence sector, undeveloped infr?.structure, small and^

-fro.ct.ured industrial sector due .to small_size of..domestic markets owing to inelastic?

demand..at low .levels -rof purchasing power,, lack of local entrepreneurial capabilities

and skills and;above all lack of. capital --and capital markets to bring together capital

-and ideas. Therefore, the distribution of the country's resources 'will be more

developmental if organized by the government thnn left to private sector guided by

market forces. . . ;. ' - . ;■ '.,--.. , , ■

22. The-theory, which suggestst th-yt^ the.:profit criteria*.secures and ensures the

best..allocation of, resources is only-applicable-under highly improbable and un-

realistic1 assumption; of perfect competition. Such assumption totally ignores .the

criteria of social"profitability.whose.benefits extend to the whole economic community

at\large, v The social' profitability tdoes not only-toko. _accounti of the profits that ..

would accrue to investors but also the addition of other types of income that would
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be generated by the new investment-, such as increases in tho volume of employment

and ijt.s- multiplier effects. Indeed, investment by public sector, unlike profit-

motivated private'investment with independent decisions, tend to'take the compre- .

hensive effects'of all investment into account in judging the social-profitability

of any,particular investment project. For this, reasons~the establishment and - ^

expansion of productive.capacity in the'publi'c sector in some" industries-has been1

given due, emphasis- on the" development plans of many, mixed economics^ 'At the-'same

time, the"'State-plan guided by the public sector investment gives tho necessary' " ■

guidance and direction to priv?>te investment." _

23. This, 'however,'should not exclude'the'postulate that public enterprises- -'

ore expected, to make financial profits and therefore should'not depend on government'

subsidies -and finance alone. Nevertheless/ it is common that those profits are, "■"

' on the.main,' lower'than those of comparable"private enterprises'which-claim a higher-

risk premium for investment in: some industries than would othefise be socially, accep

table in the .case, of the public sector.'Che main reason for lower profits is that the

public enterprises'Wo required by the government to meet other objectives than is-

mainly! profit such as the location .and spread of now industries in economically

depressed areas," .the purchase of inputs from financially troubled public companies-,

:" the "stabilization of "tho cost "of living by "the practice of valuation of output below

production costs, etc. "It has been argued, in" many instances, without unjustification,

that the operation of private enterprises, if left to themselves without proper control,

would lead to'increasing inflationary pressures, unemployment, balance of payment .

deficits and social inequalities. In some African countries, there is historical

evidences as to 'the lack 'of 'adaptability of private cap'ital to tho needs of economic

and.'social development of these countries. ■ ..''.'' ~"

24. "" Evidence has also shown that public enterprises 'in development planning tokos

a loWgcr-term perspective than private enterprises. The reason for this being that

the State capacity is in a bettor .and a stronger'position to'invest in 'risky ventures

-..and to'set'up pilot enterprises in areas where private capital is-not forthcoming.

Moreover, the"scale of investment in heavy industries may "be beyond-the capital' ■

raising capo,city of the private sector. * \' -

25. There is a commonly held belief that the public enterprises arc relatively loss

efficient than the private sector, and therefore have a lower capacity to generate

economic surplus to'coritribute to capital accumulation. However,"this has been .

contested on ths'" ground that1 distributed profits are greater'in private firms, than

witn'public enterprises which curb the surplus available for reinvestment. Cta" the1 other

"hand, the profits generated by public firms are generally available for.reinvestment

instoad"of being partially distributed as dividends for partial'consumption.and thus
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contributing to capital- formation 'to a ;^eat;er degree -than private enterprises do.

Furthermore, the public sector is likely to do'this in a more consistent manner and ■

thus imking-'for steadier growth as = these .-surpluses will be allocated on the basis*. .,

of overall objoctivds^r.ather than"confine, thorn "-to. the-expansion' of the Industry/that ■

generates them. "This, indeed, will help in providing funds for new and possibly

?innovative^activities, ' '■ ~ ~- ■' ^ ■. . - ■ ■ ■... >"

■ :: :■ ■ • i ■ ■■* . -_-..-.•.;. . • . ■'.'.' : ... ,. ■ ' ■

26.-- -.-it is also'boli^vod that, public enterprises, as 'a regulating instrument, -. >:

:"coh 'promote growth-and equity, in-.developing,economies in a more effective, fashion.^

Eho-increased involvement of. the public sector in-promoting kuy^sirevtegic activities,

and-'initiating new wave -of applications in.the infrastructure has been seen, not only

as a positive1 contributor, but;'as- a catalyst for the overall process of-development. ^

Inrcargh production .and distribution of crucial-basic inputs, the State will be~in a

stronger position to develop,, lead ond/dircct the pr.iv.itw sectorrto profitable;ventures

iii :-the public interest; Koreover, the .public sector, has the ability, to ensure cnO. ■

promote ."a more opuitable. income distribution through its employment and v/ago. policy

which is directed-to benefit disadvantaged,,{>roups in the society. Unemployment, which

is--a wasta'gi) of resources with ,an.adverse effect on demand situation, .was the,main ._.

justification-of government participation-and intervention.. . - ,. r

27. It is &i:nor.?.lly knor-m that the public sector could afford to take .risks which

private investors refuse and therefore can act as a monopoly in markets where compe

tition '-would be- v/asteful, ' In cases of monopolistic practices in physically limited-

markets, it-is thought desirable and more economically convenient that monopoly^should

be in the hands ofl public firms so- that;, its 'restrictive practices-may bo m-ido-to the,

benefi-t of "the* whole- society; Furthermore, ■■the posi-i-ivo/invplvement, of the, public. - •>

sector in direct monopolistic competition with private sector, vd.ll.tond to curb the

unhealthy spread'of such'" type^-of markets. / =Bv:Eides. limiting, the monopolistic-positions

of private enterprises, this; policy will ■enhance: the. capability of-the public...sector.

to compete with:. transnational corporations'under more favourable conditions-of-. :

industrial competitive capacity than domestic private, enterprises;-. .In-.thiS; center.-;

it can:. encounter "and limit the power of .domestic, and foreign private- capital- more: . .

effectively. - . ■ ■ ' : : ■' ; :-_■■;■-, L'- . ;.

23..": "It "is also believed that, the public sector-could negotiate, tho transfer of y,

technology more successfully than tho.private sector. Indeed,, the public; sector.has:

the capability and the mociiis to .expedite and cheapen th.o process pf technology

transfer. From the nr.tional point of view, tochnolOQ/- transfer would not bo a pro

fitable venture if not accompanied by proper plans for its adaptation and modification

to suit the local conditions. It would only lead to attendant increases in costs in
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terms of capital consumption and importo, and r;oneral reduction in the otnploymont-

;?enerating capacity. In both cases, the public sector is better equipped than the

private sector 'to acauire it at d low direct cost'as well as at a low indirect social

cost through-"'its greater -bargaining power, specialisation throu^i-the agency:.set up

for such purposes, and the government influence in international spheres. . ,_ .-.

29. One of the advantages of the public sector is that industrial"decentralization,

to the effect of developing backv/ard areas can undoubtedly be promoted more offoctivcly

through public enterprises.- Although the1 advantages -if industrial concentration arc-

attributed to the large economies of scale, .yet■the continuous expansion of industrial

centres in the long-run would eventually load to undesirable.and formidable social and

economic problems. The government rssort" to'decentralisation policies in an effort

to affect regional balances by dove-loping local'technological capabilities, :and

generating sufficient income and employment- in the rural sector -to reduce rural-urban

disparities and' to mitigate rural-urban migration. Decentralization- can, ■ then, only

be induced by initiation of a series of stimulating.actions. In this regard, public;

enterprises can act ?,s'a- catalyst .and a promoting agent in such .a process.. Indeed,-

the-public -sec-tor would toko the leading and predominant role in promoting'those- '

activities which* are assigne-d as top priority areas, ocpacially those activities .-and"

areas where the expected rate- of return on capital is generally lov; or uncertain^ and

fiscal and monetary incentives to the- private sector are ineffective- to produce tho

desired results. " - ' ■. ■

30. ■ ' Tnore-iE no yardstick or specific measure to evaluate,the success and failures

of the public sector. First of .all, it should bo rcco.^iisod that the. entities of

the public sector -arc-not all a homogeneous ,>roup in terms of their objectives,

functions, organisations, control and a whole sot of other issues relating to the . ;

rationale behind their formation. To measure whether the statutory boards are .ful

filling their major objectives, is not in many ways me-jiingful, as each could be judged

and evaluated against specific criteria unique; to itself.-'Oa JhG other side, i;t may

bo logical to measure the performance of government commercial companies, , as;, they. ■

compete with the' private sector, by applying commercial yardstick, such as profits, or

returns"to capital. -With this moacuro, there arc some arguments advocate^ against

the public companies -and in favour of the growth of the private sector.

31. ■ The" strongest argument if: favour of .the- development of the private enterprise

is'that it is--generally- better managed ?iit technically more, efficient than public

enterprises. NotvdtHstanding, the evidence concerning thu .relative efficiency of
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public sector varies' according to'country,' period, "and. the" particular criteria

tchosen. ■ In/couritries-which are less developed" economically and'less mature Lpoli—'

tically, . it-was~argu.ed that public enterprises"'arc'inferior in terms'of efficiency

of ^operation,"'1 anditechnicar-dynomism. In'-'ddvelopihg countries suffering from chronic

and ac.cuteioconomic problems -'dhd soaring inflation,' tho "State"'enterprises more often.

jthari-noty-.-become the recipient of massive open-ended subsidies'and a'drain oh public

funds rather than ■■beirig.-impdrt'ant" contributors' to the' State'revenue's. \ "

32. Large accumulated financial loses, the creation of high-cost enterprises, and

underutila-zation of capacities* which :becrome symptoms of public enterprises* in deve

loping countries,->:v/crer partly' attributed to the restrictions'imposed upon it'such'as

the regulation dcsigned*«to maintain certain price' level and Volume of employment

which would .dresfcical-ly'- reduce their 'surplus* generating capacity even though it operates

at the"same level "of efficiency of privatV firms.'' Besides 'these constraints, which

are-.the most, widespreadj-'-.the. State imposes- others"which also inhibit capital formation,

such asL-thc. requirement ■ that:-the firm continue'production'4 of'financially unprofitable

goods for the social-benefit. ■ ; "" • ' ■' :' -n:' '

33-'.'.;.-':The case against public enterprises is stronger oh efficiency grounds where

considerations'" other" than fitness, ability and'-competence for a job may'play an,

important.role in appointments for the top posts'in" State-owned1enterprises." Such ._ '

appointments may be 'decided ras a'matter'1 of-political patronage in the same way'as "the

top posts in government services. In gcn'er-.vL, privately run firms involve less

bureaucracy rand have a, ^"better quality-of ■ management °than' 'public enterprises.

34-. - rlt is-generally believe'd 'that privat'e enterprises" are ■'better able to resist

excessive"" wage.'demands by'1 workers, while in State enterprises they are sometimes

subsidized'at the expense of investment. - In-the private-firms., labour union' demands

in the:--long-run leads to-a"reacbnable' degree1'of-equilibrium in collective bargaining. .

In contrast, the management of the public firm ia answerable primarily to the govern

ment and cannot, therefore, easily check workers' demand. Thoro_ are numerous instances

where -labourrxlispute's lead to closure-of'successful'1 public enterpriscsand caused others

to lose competitiveness. This situation is aggravated whon managers must serve the

requirements of political" expedience.- J " .'

35- Corruption'ids another' factor which occasionally makes "public enterprises

less productive than private enterprises. '£Lthough corruption does not7occur

exclusively in public enterprises, 'the opp6rtunitics''aro greater* in''many cases

"corruption would reach such extremes that it may completely offset the advantages

of public enterprises in economic efficiency and capital formation.
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36. It was argued.that a feasible alternative to. public -enterprises .in cases of v,--
promotion of growth and^equity, is the development of a sound and. efficient- private sector.
It was maintained that growth can be sustained ;by the regulation and .manipulation-of "the ■
private sector through tariff protection, exchange controls, subsidies in crucial ''areas '

such as.education, health, transportation,.,energy and agricultural infrastructure and '
regulation and rationalization of foreign investment.. It was. also, argued that-improvement
in equity and income distribution might .also be.achieved through progressive taxation and
redistribution, rather than through expanded public employment programmes.

i ■ . ■ " v . ■ i * " ■ ■'■„".■ , ^ • s

37. .Nevertheless, there arq clear advantages of public; enterprises in developing ■ -,;
countries, While the disadvantages, of public enterprises were similar to those of- ■ '

private enterprises, public enterprises, have an extra advantage and that is the -social

benefits it generates in the society. It is, therefore, important.for"governments, to .
a reasonable degree,, to relax-the excessive restrictions and limitations on the public

sector which, hinders its efficient .and profitable operation" ,and"thus avoid reducing its .•

capacity to. generate surpluses for capital formation and fulfil the goals' set for it. , '-

In other words, public enterprises should to a certain degree,be in a state- of

independence having the right of entry and exit in case of noted failures under the gui

dance of the government.and. the role of the State should be confined to that of defining -
the general,,objectives which embrace the.-realization of the social goals'-and social- i- ■
justice. .It is,'therefore, desirable,, to redefine the general objectives in a-cleir manner
.and to .distinguish between the government per se and public enterprises. -. , -

38. This, however, has to.be done together with the development of"an efficient and • -
strong private sector capable of supplementing the efforts of the public sector within

a framework serving ,the general-national interest. The government should ensure through '

its incentive schemes,, control .and regulatory, devices that - the private sector would"-.

maintain a satisfactory internal- and international competitiveness that would-guarantee ^j
its survival as .a us.eful- social ..and economic, instrument- in the. process of economic .and- <
social development of the country, ....

4. COMPARATIVE HISTORICAL1 ANALYSIS OP THE PERFORMANCE OP THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECT0R3

39. There is a general shortage of basic data as to the'size or to how the two • '
sectors are related. As a result, the relative role and impact of the two sectors on

macro-economic, development can not be adequately studied in a systematic manner. A'.

clear perception *isT .therefore, needed if. the problem of .economic growth, in developing

countries is to be studied^in its basic institutions of development. - , . .:



40 To attain national development goals and objectives, the direct and indirect
intervention o^ the Statin the •co-ordination of activities of the public and .private . .
actors in the framework of national interest is of vital-importance. This woula, of .
course, r6auiro:gathorins'of comprehensive information on_the roles of each in order to_. ..

planed to monitor their' activities and process soao to affect the proper transfer ...

of tcchnolcW and capital;' In this respect, there is,-however, some.-statistical infer--

nation'on the shares' of public 'sector in gross fixed capital formation and output whicn .
■W somo'indicatiorfto'the level -of interaction of the- 'two -sectors, , and the specific,

areas 'of- operation"and performance-, -hut unfortunately does.not -shov; areas of,,joir.t

ventures' and" the degree of'foreign dependence'. . -..' , . ; • • .",--■'

Al The valuation of the statistical data reveals the relative advantage, of. public'_ ^
and private sectors in suoh typos of mixed economies of the ttird World. &o PercentaSe
sh-re of gross fixed capital formation, of public .'enterprises-.in Africa was found to be _
ore' of tno- highest; among all other- re^ns. of the World. The average percentage^share • ■

of-cppi^l invested'in-public enterprises accounted for 32.4 per-.cent of gross xixed

o.tfit.-l formation during 1974-77, ao compared to only 11.1 per ceht-^d 27 per cent, for _
industrial economies arid for all developing-countries respectively durin^the same per.ioc^

Of .11 the regions', it is only tire Asi-an region which.-show, some, similarity to the Jtoc.B

pattern ofinvestment distribution aid whose average comes close to 28 per cent, wnile

that of other developing countries of the wstem. hemisphere -was only 22.5 per cent,
mis is hot unexpected'in the case-of the African re.ji.on sinee, in the early years of ^
independence, the share of government investment in -the total economy has been quite y
significant, a policy often taken to reduce fereign-dominance of ownership of maustry.^

42 The --verigo share of public -enterprises.' investment in the Krican region

conceals',ride disparities ,;nong countries, it range,, .from- 7.7 per cent in 1978-1979 .?or
Botswana to 6J.6 per cent in 1978-8l? for; Algeria., l/ Tno-statistical data inaicates th.^

. l/ It should be noted, however, that such comparisons m-.y bs of less significanc

due to .differences in coverage,. especially when made between individual countries, yet

tho overall ,broad trends may serve .as a .rough but useful indicator. ' ' ''

X K, J"
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public enterprises arc gaining prominence and arc now of major quantitative significance'

in the African region. In .Mil cas^s, tho percentage share of public enterprises ingross

fixed capital formation has shown marked acceleration over the years even in countries

with traditionally strong private Rector. In Iyer:/ Coast, the investment of public'enter

prises had increased by more than two-fold between-1965 and 1979- In Tunisia, it has ,_

risen, from 25.2 per cent in 1969 to 44.6 per cent in 1973-79. tf-th-other countries, ■

shifts'in'public investment has been moderated. In Malawi, the share of investment of _^ .

public enterprises rose from 20.2 per cent in I969 to 26.1 per cent during 1974-77 but l _
fell again to 21.2 per cent in 1978. Similarly, the share'of investment of public _

enterprises in Kenya was moderating during the 1970:3 to increase only by A, 3 percentage

points over the ten years.

43. The reasons behind such acceleration are attributed to numerous factors. Host

notable among them are the political and structural factors, decolonization policies-,

socialist policies, and the general desire for improving tho distribution of income and

stabilization especially of prices and employment, /mother.factor behind tho growth of

public enterprises in some African countries is the huge accumulation of surpluses, ., . ^,

arising from the public monopolies of some strategic commodities. ■ In oil-oxporting

countries "and 'countries with a strong mineral base investment of public enterprises t

have expanded faster in tho last fifteen years. In Algeria, ihu percentage share of

investment of public enterprises has significantly increased from 5.5 per cent.in 1965 /

to 67,6 pc-r cont in 1978-81. " Similarly, in Zambia,' the share has risen from 49*7 per

cent in 1972 to 61.2 per cent in 1979-80- ■ - '.'.-.; ..'■:.

44. Again, the African region has noticeably a large share of the gross domestic

product being'generated by public enterprises. The efficiency of tho public capital

employed is-reflected' in the high percentage of tho income generation, of 17-5 PQr cent. .

of GDP, as compared to 8.6 per cent for all developing countries. -Host striking is the

comparison with the Asian region whoro a share of 27.7 per cent of the total stock being

invested in public enterprises with only 8 per cont of total GDP being_actually produced.

45. The'available data clearly "shows th?,t the-sectoral distribution of public enter

prises tends to concentrate in the. manufacturing sector. In Tunisia, about 58,8 per cent

of the total investment in the manufacturing sector is public investment with'only

18.3 per cent in agricultures during I978-198I. Similarly, in Bunin, the share of public

investment in the manufacturing sector was estimated as 57-4 P^r- cent in 1978-1979.
In Ethiopia, public enterprises wore responsible for 60.9 per cent of the total income-

generation in tho manufacturing sector.
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46. Public enterprises gone-rally domina.to the modern manufacturing sector in Africa

andjhe^private'sqcfor' is 'largely confined *t6 small-scarc'^industrie^"iri-''food,: DeyeragesY
-textiluj ".fopt.wear" and.leather work et6. 'Howeverj * tjic're Lare wide variations among' countries
but the \^eherai. trend with most of. them is that .the public" enterprises -arc;,engaged in* -' ■

high.-technolo^ .and^apitalTint'ensiye 'indust'ries ^'petroleum _refinerics,- mineral ■■-and — r

metal'product's, heavy" chemicals, iron' arid steei,'!'ond transport •equipment, etc; : Public

enterprises-in, construction, trade and services have a relatively less direct public

sector involvement'in 'the .production .side.; ".However, a'large" number; of "developing 'African
countries .haveJpubUcly gowned c^icultural/development corporations but the private-'---1-•

ownership,, of land still".remains,1the^ dominant1'feature'.of;African; agriculture-. ^ -\ •'■

47V'"/ iV^oVeraii. performance of the. public1 enterprises'on a commercial measure'is'-

refl"e^t..ed^in!",thevyove'rali* surplus.or defipitJ incurred, 'Oho indicator'-h'ore" is-1 defined as '
ttie difforencc'between current;plus, capital'cxpendi'iure\an'd-r'evenue plus reci'ept's of • '

curren^'ji-cansfers^ani non-goyp^cnT c'apitai" transfers.'* TheJ statis'tical data'refloctsr-
that 'tie""overS.1* deficit's "are" much larger""relative' to' GIF*In"' devbloping than in'industrial
countries." '.Jibe size.~of'thV overall deficit of pubiic';Gntbr:prise'-sbcto'vrs" 'in devel-oping ^ ".

' Africa is'striking'. "''Particularl'y'ribt'icGa'b're,' Hhe''overall" deficit ;as'percentage" of <C "
the ratio

arid1 'l'il

-c'ountri'Gs-

measure to assess *th"e performance'*'or impact of; public ■■enterpribes, ofe on'tlie whole," the"

overall .deficits "for "public ;enterprises1 arc"hot uiidesirab'lc'^erj^e as "it may be -justifiable

from the" social" 'point 6f view'to-'rin'deficiiis to' finance investment needed to expandfrom the" social" 'point 6f view'to?r\in'deficiiis to' finance investment needed to expand
■ ■ ■ ■ ' -'.* .- x. . .-'. 1 ->'-'; 'j.1 ■:' ■ - ■:■. ■*.- ■! . /■ ^'t ■:.' ;■■■;.■ .--'"r : 1 ■■ t > ^tli"-
output, . . ' . .
■w. '■ :^ ■ >-'■■ ' -.'. .;' '■ ■■ t .■ .- -i." ■ - r.-i •.. . \. vr ■- .. ,-.,f. .;-)V'.. ; ......

5. /"■;THE"iNTERAC'iTaN''0P THE PUBLIC AND" PRIVATE SECTORS ViT THE ELECTORAL LEVELS :'■-■ -J

48. After reviewing the sectoral distribution where both sectors" are operating,-'it^is

pertinent to show,areas of the_dosired level of involvement, the appropriate mechanism

and institutional^set ^p^that'.'would-ensure- it and las"tiy' the measures -'and policies to^ s/

enforce the,, activities of such institutions to^promote 'the co-ordination', ^':-x

49. - It'is* common praVtice that' some countries delimit* areas 'of-*encburagemeht • in-''

some specific sectors.; Ttig public"'sector i's usually engaged in iarge-scaie, long-term -

and low return' type" of"heavy investment.1 Conversely, the private sectorsi's" involved in-
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development of smell-scale and quick return activities. '-'However," .while'some countries

attempted to'delimit .the'-areas for private and public enterprises, a change in govern

ment could easily produce a change in the limits.and thus create a state of instability

and inflexibility for the private,,sector investment. In this context, the areas of

public sector operation .would bo in a stato~of flux and 'sometimes unknown and uncertain,. -

50., Nevertheless, in specific cases.delimitation of areas of encroachment are clearly

defined.and demarcated. These areas are specified when.the public sector'acts as comple

mentary and gap-filling, cases when therpublic sector is pi^ieering in"certain activities,

and when it enters into partnership with private enterprises. Likewise, some areas are

historically, known to be confined to the activities of the private sector. Such activities

do not usually require large amount of capital or highly technical skilled'labour and are

usually operated on a small type business employing a relatively small'working force". In

this sector, the private sector is predominately involved in the activities" of the

personal, and .service-sector which include catering recreation and hotels, small-scale

activities in manufacturing in light consumer goods such as soft drinks, beer brewing

and tobacco etc., agriculture, transport and construction, and retail .and wholesale" trade,

51. -. Besides,, the strong private "enterprise participation in. traditional activities .

in small-scale business, the private capital is also heavily employed in large-scale

operation in import-substitution and export-oriented industries. At this conjuncture,

the scale of- its activities in these areas, comes right into direct and indirect conflict

and competition with public enterprises,, with, each possessing a system, with the "basic

object, of survival by strengthening its competitive stance. Nonetheless, the State

r is also equally concerned ,with-the survival and development of .large and private enter

prises and is thus apt to provide rules and institutions that would minimize such a

conflict between the private interest and the national interest. Therefore, t'he objectives

of the government in many developing countries is to set up an organ th?.t would "be able

to improve the competitive strength .of the national economy-in co-operation with the

private sector, or use its own resources to manipulate the private sector" so that it

pursued national ends. ,

52. The creation.of, such agencies is of utmost importance for a faster well planned

and co-ordinated growth. ■ The main objective of theso development agencies is to'

co-ordinate the activities of the two sectors so'that they can be mutually advantageous

and complementary, .to each other. The development agencies, on.the main, are used as

instruments with a. positive role to assist the participation of the private sector in

the overall- economic development of the,country. Those' agencies in developing countries
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usually take the form'of- a regional, provincial or State "character. The '"typical1'" nature .

of ■ these, agencies is'that" they are client_.oriented'for development ■ arid -not profit-making

bodies. Other .supporting bodies of.this .prOcess-of integration of the private sector-

are the.chamber of commerce, .industrial associations, and trade unions, etc, ■ ' ■

53. The functions of the development agencies are numerous. In many instances, the "

development".agencies act as initiator, planner, 'undertaker, controller and promoter of

public enterprises, ..catalyst and partner -to private .-sector, and tools to assist govern- -

ments in regulating the national economy by reorganization and rationalization, etc.

In this sphere,- the national agencies are expected to engage wholly or partly in estab-''

lishment-of key enterprises, .and in .the'reorganization1 of the commercial and' industrial ■

sectors through 'financial administratives cind incentives to affect rearrangements., ' '"■ -'

mergers,-.sub-division's and holdings, etc. ■■.'■.■- ' ? ;" ' ' ": ■ '■■'•'

54.. ■ The ro,le-of planning agencies in promoting economic development is ■of;-crucial ''"

importance.,-The'development, agencies are required,1 in this respect, to find, assess '

?jid :evaluatcv profitable'ventures and opportunities'to be undertaken1 by'thb:-privatG

sector, "\Inr.mony instances, the public 'sector,-through its specialized agencies, renders"

special services in the" form of commodity market research, feasibility studies, and

promotion of consultancy services1, ; Such practices' -ore1 of significant' importance in

avoiding attendant problems' relating to attainment1 of: sufficient capacity utilization,

and application-of. appropriate technologies". Moreover,"" this vhas to be"supplemented by

undertaking: simultaneously: complementary-:projects ■ and" activities so as to bring them into

production'at the; same time;:thus giving sufficient guarantee" that each, venture would

be profitable.^ Here, the development organ has an important'-'roie to play in managing

demand and in delimiting areas of economic operation either through inducing'co-ordinated

action by private enterpreneursj oivby cc—operating with themi' :

55« Iii addition, the development agencies ore specialized agencies to ensure the

efficient use'of resources in the national interest,: In this venue, they are vested

with functions to safeguard against transfer of inappropriate and backward technology,

Ir-.ck of capital..market, inadequate research, restrictive practioos, lack of initiative

o-nd indigenous entrepreneurial class, and unhealthy competition. This is so, so much as

these agencies are the' organs.required to applytand interprete the'policies laid down'

by the government to pr'om'ote public dnd:priv;?,te enterprises, tfi improve the national

efficiency-of the private sector and to-guide-it to conform with the national economic

interest. In this, context, the agencies are usually given wider responsibility to

function fully .and-device.sound and fully co-ordinated policies and practices*.'
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%»• , The policies set for1 the promotion of economic activities very, with their national

importance;. t In developing countries,, the .government policy usually aim to have a strong

and viable private sector that is conscious of and .dedicated to the economic and social

-advancement, of the country.. Those policies are, on the main, directed to ensure that = ■

theprivato sector would produce adequate.supply of goods .and services at reasonable

prices for home markets and,exports. To attain this, a whole set of inducement and

penalities were ..provided-through its development agencies,. Most of these, penalties " ■

and. inducements .are. of a genoral, type, usually through-monetary and fiscal policies.^ ..„

J :/> - -

57«-: .Assistance.,is given to the private sector in various , forms, and at different points

due to various reasons. Such reasons include national importance,- rescue from financial '

collapse, promotion of, certain line of activities in the van of technological-advance,1.

development of infant industries-,, and promotion of certain- lines of import-substitution

and export promotion industries, - The forms of such assistance varies from one1 line of

activity to ,another ojid -take the form of protective tariffs, tax preferences, government

purchasing policy and monopoly arrangemBnts,. conducive and concessionary loans, favourable

credit policy-and subsidies,, interest subsidies for risky inve:stment!, and equity parti

cipation. Government policy in this regard constitutes-an important element aiming to

increase, .the. security, of investment and to create the necessary climate for its efficient

utilization by ensuring the availability of, labour,- skills,, adequate-capital surpluses, f

protection of. the industry's markets, and,provisions of advisory" services, marketing-

information and training, :-Many .developing African countries have been continuously ■

changing their, investment codes and incentive packages in on effort to orient the deve

lopment of the private sector towards profitable ventures that is-consistent with deve-

lopment plans, national priorities cuidv factor endowment. -Cn the other hand,, penalties :

are provided for by anti-trust and anti-monopoly-legislation even if it leads to produc

tion units that are too.small, Restricftions on monopolistic practices include price ^ -

controls, cuality norms and production quota's.

58. ■ These policies were,,, on^-the main, intended to encourage-and-develop the private,

sector to be, enterprising and risk-tckingi•" In many countries, the private sector presses

on the public- sector,.to undertake activities which promote the infrastructural capacity

and risky undertakings, so as; to expand and create new,opportunities for the private

sector..sphere of operation. -.In sume -cases,' the' government- in -nn effort to align the'. -

activities .of.the private sector, resort.to establishing of "model'^business-undertakings

with specially, good employment 'policies,, etc.-,, ,-In very rare and few-instances of ..." ,, •

developing countries with capitalist philosophy, the public sector is tempted to sell to

the private sector successful undertakings that it has promotedv:in order to secure addi

tional fuoic for undertaking further enterprises to promote very quickly because of its

strong position in mobilizing resources and more accessibility to capital markets.
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59»: ^J;i^e''goverriirierite ofcdeveloping countries; has -resorted -fb'm'any' pbl'icy measures

to secure" the effective co-ordination- of' the. private andp'ublic sector in'the process :

ofirAcpnomic development:-planning.- ^.Sectoral 'plans for-.developing the privatb' seefbr ■'" °

were dbvis_od':and" consistently integrated .with the'national development! plan.1" -Ttio * " "'•

instruments,' of policy: to'make the-private sector investment'plans*-to conform witlv thei; '

national development plan-are generally through industrial-capacity-licencing and1 '■''■-■ 1 '

protcjctipn-agdinst;. foreign competition throughr.a' system: of^import'^ubtas; " -.'■:-•

60. ' y-Whil-Gvithe -licencinghas.- to> ensure that no1- more>"'capacity than targeted1'in the' ". ;"

plan was established in any industry and to prevent concentration of economic^power' ■-V i

in a large concern, the import quotas would necessarily reinforced the industrial

licencing-; byidiscpuraging.imports in areas where domestic production'capacity-has" been* ■■'

adequately-^reatedv. Moreover,'this Has to b'e EtrcrigtheneoV-:by regulation of foreign V: t

oxchangd ^andiexchongei";controls to ensure regular, supplies bf-i foreign''exchange < from ■ -"'/:-

domestic.exports-to^fin-ance :the sectoral development plans*" i' . - . ■■■? - .'■' ■ ..' • - '. -

61. .:-x;;In!;!the sphere, of:co-ordination of •oconomicr.activitios, 'many devoloping'countfibs^

•adopted pplicies-^o, the; effect-of restructuring their ^economies along'co-operative lihesL

The m6r;L-t:-1pf'-this; system-is scen-dh the-pooling of the: limited■•resources and mobili- " ■'■'

zntibn;of,rthe -savings.* of 'the private sector'asf well as-in securing a-hi^i-degree bf--'*-;'-)-+

dccentralizationr'inideciBion-^mafcing-to avoid the conflict'of interest between the'private

enterprisesaand-croation.'of monopolistic centres}- and the'national-.interest. Within0-1'00-'

simii-rvr context-,' the gbvernment'-of ■ somc'dGvol6ping"c6untriesT when :local en-tropre-— r- '-

nGurialshipilack therknovdedge and'ability and/or the'willingness to bear the 1 risk '.'and

to Bafegu.ard the 'national interest^ .have. adoptodJpolicies! oft increased participation"'

with private capital ;in joint ventures;- ■Hov/ever,'" the-pblicy of-joint-ventures'with -; 'L

parastatp.1 .wis: ouite-effective" in the mobilization'- of private- capital1.' as/Ht safegu.ard ■'- '

thpir-i.intercst.ibylhedging against nationalization. .'■■'■ i ''Z ;'- .", Ii.-.: ** '. ./'- '■'

6. 1TEW CHALLEKGES AND N5J/ ROLIiS

62.-;-riL Aftofihighlightifig the -role of public arid'private sectors", " their involvement" ■ " '

*^nd interaction-in: the* prbe'ess^of ^economic development,'1 it is pertinent hero'to ' ■ ■ '

emphasize the now.roles of-the twoisocfors in their proper "perspective" that w'ould ensure ■

the attainment ;of/.the objective-set'./out-.in the-4general strategy of economic, arid" social'

development .'of tho-'Africr.n countries. .-This.:is necessary--as; far'as nev/'strategies were1 "

needed so..that past -structures: of .production :an'd'p-at'te'rns of eonsurhpt'i'on could be - -

replaced-jby. a hew kind of; on African1 economy with'a new'sel-f-Vcliant" aridself-generating

development pr.ocess.-. It is1 only -natural"'.that*.the Monrovia strategy and' the XagoS' Plan •■ -'

of Action were of necessity formulated to redefine the approaches to that development

in Africa.
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63. Naturally, the national development'plans of the .individual African countries, .'

who adopted and accepted this.,type of strategy, should refloat- the overall broad" " - '- -

objectives and the -general, pat.tern. of ■ development .envisaged in the Lagos Plan of Action."

For the first.time, the problems wor.e .understood,- the roles assigned, and the road r

wall mapped for offactive -participation along this direction. To this 'effect, the'.,

public sector-has been assigned the central'■ role1 ami.the means" for'purifying the eco-" '

nomic system by. maintaining, economic- stability, and to fostering economic-growth;"'- It ' *■'

is within this sphere, that the public sector will be faced with tremendous challenges

as wall- as with new opportunities to direct and guide the way towards the successful

implementation, of the goal's. .:, ■ .. -, * . i " - : •■-.•<• ' ' ■

"': '■* .~\.'.' •■'■/. i ■ ; - •. ■ . ■. - ■ ..■>:-:>••.' . . ■ ' ■ ■

64.- - The-- Lagos Plan of Action identified a variety of objectives -arid priorities,- ■ ■'

The fundamental guiding principles.of; the-plan is the individual and collective

Gol-f-r.oli?nc.o.and the establishment >of'self-sustaining and internally,-located processes

of development. The plan of .action.placed-great emphasis on self-reliance as opposed' '■

to foreign aid reliance and attainment of national control over economic policy de

cisions. ;. To ;th-is. effect^ the.first, challenge th.at the public sector has to shoulder ' ■■

is the broadening of.the natural resource base of modern production by indegenbus "

fact.Qrj-inputs;:and the',buildings of 'intra- and inter-sectoral linkages with appropriate ■ •

technology.. .Thus j< the public sector should take and sustain initiatives in -a wider:- ' .

range.of production:sphere. This would necessitate the involvement of the. public .,

sector,as leader,in expansion of production,-manpower, development, research and rur. . .

experimental development, the-promotion .of innovation, promotion of bulk procurement

of supplies, market' assessment," mobilizing'and redeploying savings and-regularizatiorr

of foreign exchange- earnings, ;.otc, ■ In this, endeavour, it is clearly'evident that the

public sector-can not resort to soft options. . Therefore, a clear perception of the" ■

functions and rolesof-the.public:sector-end, devicing'of proper sectoral plans for the

effective participation of the private ..sector are needed,in the light of the philosophy

of tho Monrovia str?.tegy and the Lagos Pl-an of Action.

. . ; "'".■:" 'T"m

65. " In the first place, tho Lagos Plan of Action accorded high priority to the

development of -./the -agricultural sector .with the aim of achieving food, self—sufficiency .°

in ccrealE, livestock -and fish pro.ducts. > The. main policy in-this-direction should ' : T-

constitute the sotting-rup -of strategic food r.cscrves aimed at establishing a coherent ■ :

food security policy,.and farming methods to secure substantial increases in food-

production rthr.ough appropriate-agrarian reform,:.■changes,in the structure of the cropping

pattern, .soil conservation, physical infrastructure development, intensification of

the- use ,of-improved hand tools," provision /of. credit, marketing, storage, and appropriate

income':and price ..policies .and provision of-adequate incentive packages; This: would,
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however, involve the^establishment of offective "institutional set-up and mechanism

nS to^thc effectivejparticipation-,of the two sectors ,to ensure thV successful; timely^ [

and systematic implementation. ; ■'-••. . '.-. ■ ■ -,, ! .-. ■ ■* ■ t- ■ ■ r • -■

66. ' While the active; participation of the private sector in crop production is ~^

recognized, the public scctor,;.through its machinery/, is responsible to'lay the "basic ^

infrastructure!.; foundation .and-to provide the necessary inputs .and support required '
for tho: achievement:.and .attainment .of that end. .Besides, iW directl involvement- inL ^ '-
the production.side in largo-scale, farming,, th.e public, sector should play a leardihg

role; in land1 management, t seed development, prom.otion pf agricultural" research and
extension,-agricultural services, the dissemination of new farming methods and tech-"'

niques, thc.provision>of marketing and-credit'facilities, processing storage" and ^

commodity.- pricing systems, expansion of^ irrigational schemes',, land" reclamation prog

rammes and rural development planning. f . .„.,,*"

67. Ihc public, sector should be. fully .inv.olvcd in-the preparation .and implementation

of priority^polici^s-and.prqjects of the. national .foqd.'plan, as well as restructing * ■

the agricultural production pattern .by appropriate diversification, increasing'use '_

of localr factor inputs cud by reorienting production to internal' demand stimuli iristcad

of dependence on-intornational price signals. , ,.15ie opportunities for rthe public sector

in thi's regard,riro numerous: and mainly relate to .opening.;of new areas* where 'decoloni- ^

zation is deemed necessary,..'to .pool-Tesciurj3.es,.and enter into new fields with',the

private .sector in j"joint-ventures -to, ensure its effect.ivp and disciplined .participation,

-^nd to enhance; economic co-operation .with, neighbouring.countries to secure markets' V"'

and ireds'onable "prices. * t . .. .. - ■ \_ - ;- ^. ;. - - ,-. . v-- " -r ■

.■ ■ -' ■" . ■ "t '. J ■ ■ '■ ■ -' .' ; ■--, , - , - , ■ ■ , ■' *•

68. Another important challenge, set forth by ,the .Lagos, Plan of Action/is the' ' ^

creation* of-tho.iconditions for self-sustaining, growth .and 'structural transformation. ;

Ihe Lagos-.Pl.on of Action has_ stipulated an. integrated, and articulated loc'al^ resource^

based development pattern with strong emphasis on the "complementarity of dgr'iculture

?,ncl industry. Henco, the challenge for the public sector is emmense and should, ■ -1-"*1-1
thorefore,-xresume -a ;.nev/- vision to brings about a structural change, consistent with

the local'endowment in as, a .minimum required time as possible." 15ius, the development.;

of import substitution programmes would continuc'but pursued.vdth nev/ emphasis ari'd' ■

direction.. Employment-promoting, industries' that take full decpunt of the comparative

advantage-of~cheap labour relative.to.capital'should be given considerable attention.v-

Development of- agr^based industries i-dth low import content should*be given due ' ; '

emphases in;;the public sectorT.industri?a programmes. Indigenous'industrialization to--

generate sufficient, incomes and employment in the rural sector should bo pursued -• ■

with vigor. Export-oriented industries' should be encouraged1in new venues that'would

develop local skills and reduce the import content.
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69. "To that'aim, the'\mblic'sector through its-direct involvement .-and inducement . ,.-.

Bhmid'iay'tiio foundation and'provide'the necessary basis* for'an: industrial take-off. -.

It should provide the conducive environment for the development of-the industrial:. ■-, -

sector by developing the institutional and physical infrastructure and the provision

of strategic1 inputs 'in 'an effort to enhance the .absorptive capacity,, of the'economy

for the" desireV level" of growth. The public" sector, through its. directory mechanism, ,

should'induce/ihp'privato sector to the course -of development of' industrial" .projects-; t

with less reliance^ imported inputs'/ such as projects-vd-th -low capital-labour ratio,- -

less encW.and .^oajer mobilization of local'skills .and resources in^an effort, t.01 - • ■'*

expand. the\realnT of. small- 'and medium-si bo*'induetries. "In addition," the public, scct.orr
on its part; should"'actively participate in the development*'of core'industries..that f

provided' effective linkages, on'd indeed assume a loading" role in- risky ventures: of
strategic'importance"1 and advice linos" of operation in metal engineering industries, . , .

-nd heavy chemicals, etc.

70/ ".''.Tlie pressing task' oV developing a healthy private sector that acts as a \
partno^\and' ■?,' useful instrum'ont for building'a sound domestid industrial -base,-:is-^ - "^

the preoccupation of ma^y'^rican governments. 'Vtiis would require the devicirif^/of

coherent sectoral/plojis oiict .investment proerammes with- vniided action of the public .' - .

sector !at. all 'levels to'integrafe'the'private sector into the process .of economic • ■ -

cicvclorment. ' Tho appropriate "industrial :mix would, tlien, require the initiation of v - .

properly "planned '.and well' administered inv«sWrrt ood*B and incentive packages and- - - -

reasonabli'tariff oriented policies on a selective basi& to bonafidc infant ..industries -

to maturity,' ^ to shift'the private sector preferences in this direction to meet- ■-

developmental objectives. Within this context, the government, through its machinery

vested in .the.public,sector,_should observe the timely attainment of the targets and

objectivos'of the'industrial" Development' Decade :for Africa rind the'Lagos Plan of .•=>'■

Action'.in its .short-^medium and long-"t-orm: phases, -whicfi stipulate^ an- industrial .out- ■-

put aT.l^' percent of world industrial'production by 1990" and'reach the^-2 per cent -1 V

m-ark by the year.,2006. „ ' _ ."■.."'."

exploitation of the- natural 'resource 'basov Tlie' accelerated development' of natural
resources,is .basically.dependent on tochiiolo^ies'that; suit" the local .and environmental^

conditions.such.as'providinEf equipmonti suitable for person's' with some-'limited;_ tech- * •■■

nical'ability in-e^pund exploration^.for minerals and un^brsrouiid v;ater. _'1husi it;-*; "'-"■

is essential that"the public sector should involve in natural'resource prospecting-

j.



ijid processing. In thin rc^rc, tho public sector can play p. cat^lystic role by

providing and mating'available simple mobile1 equipment, • ruicl' provision4 of technical -.
consultancy, c^hor' service's 2nd assistance. ' Tho public sector involvement in tho .- '

dissemination .and promotion of indigenous ' technologies-: would help planners to .'•-■■

deciding'on what 'typo 'of "tochnologies to bo adopted, locally developed or imported? ■

as well \s it helps' the" private sector 'tcT'docido on what typo of industries to bb-.- ^ :*■
established .and on what sizo and line of operation. The public sector would, therefore,

be actively tinned' in* co-ordinating rad harmonizing tho natural resource development*

policies by making' scienco\and technology as'accelerators, especially of a^iculturo ■..-

cin'd 'industry development. * ',"'.'

72,1 . A3 most of .thu poor public ^ntorprisc porformanco is related to thui'r wuak arid

inoffectivj management, the Lagos Plan of Action, in pursuit,of its internal-priontcd

strategy, has expressed thy need and tho urgency to improve managcir.ont. structures and

systems- through, development of 1opal .skills. Therefore, the public sector'is confronted

with tho.challenge-of. developing the requisite manpower and technical skills and to the

strengthening of .existing or creation of now national institution and .training centres '

aimed at deepening local skills to .develop factor inputs, . t '"
, ■■ -- ^ - - ■ , r . ■ -■

73, Another area of government assistance^ in 'this line,_ is^ the extension' and' provision

of training facilities to the private sector in order to "develop its professional arid" -

managerial capabilities. This would, however, relief tho private sector of tho burden

of incurring extra cost and would, thus, ..help in reducing tho overall^ operational cost

that would enhance their competitive stance in domestic and international markets.

74. Transport and .communications' infrastructures -and facilities have been given duo

prominence by the ;Lagos Plan of Action .which endorsed the United Nations Transport and

Communication Decade -in Africa. Tho public sector institutions_serying in those areas

should.make full use of the opportunities offered in this programme. The 'activities of

the sector aro varied, v/idc -and vast covering railways, air road, inland, water and sea

transport and telecommunication networks. It is obvious that the primo responsibility

could-no-.t be voatod.with ono sector; but the direct invplvomont of both. Indood, while

tho primo concern of tho public sector is tho .provision of tho basic utility services

at convenient rates, the private- .sector .vdll. continue- in auw venues to'contribute .to a

largo.extent especially in the provision of the support and .related services, and repair

and infrastructural maintenance facilities for its efficient operation and development.



75. -Another area of concern is the development of trade and.;, in particular

intra-African trade-and"co-operation of African States in joint ventures. The public

sector, in this endeavour, is expected- to play a significant role in the formulation ^

and development of marketing1 hoards -to.regulate domestic trs.de, rationalize the

direction of foreign trade and the rogule.riza.tion of foreign, exchange earnings. ," '

76. - Ihc Lagos Plan of Action put heavy emphasis on the--development of intra-Africon

trade and the removal of trade- "barriers amon/-;. African countries. Besides, the actions

to bo token to improve payments and .allow for froe mobility of resources and persons,

financial incentives should bo instituted for public enterprises through a snore deve

lopment oriented tax system and .availability of credit,, otc. The opportunities offered

v=. 'co-operation in this-context for the public'sector to enlarge its scope of ■ operation

are numerous1 and which include the opuni'ng "of." external markets, sotting up centres ■ ■ -

for'training-for further utilization of human resources,' pooling of financial and

othc-r resources.', orphango of information dir'octly" related to markets, rjrrarigoments : .

such as commodity markets and product sharing 'system, and the tftren'-gthcnin'g of the

bargaining power in'matters relating to the .acquisition of_ technology and other factor-

inputs from abroad. This, as well, would provide 'a tromondoue boast to'-the development

of the private/sector to extend into, new vonuor. ?nd more profitable undertakings in

joint-ventures with the opportunity to operate at fuller capacity and rjcope"forJ.
■■■■■• L . • - ■ ■ .,(■•.

expansion. ■ _ . . . ._ ";

77. " Besides,.co-operation "in the field of trade, efforts should bo directed to' ;

establish joint ventures in the production and processing sphere's, and th'e1 development

and utilization of human .resources. This is important as-long as it develops the

processing of natural resources and raw materials on a complementarity basis that

would load to substantial improvements in thoir international competitiveness end.

considorablp reduction of foreign spheres of operation. "The- case in point is of ■ '

special relevance for ■countries with 'similar mineral resource baoo rMid' which pro

duction entails'huge amount of investment beyond the capacity of individual countries.

78. ■ Finaliv, [to'rationalise, inte;-^rat3 and maximizo the contribution of-the private

sector to n?/fcion.al development plans, it is ?ji imperative need more than ever to"

establish .on institutional mechanism for consultation botwoon tho government- ?jid the

private sector, at all loyols, _to define the proper-role of each sector in. investment-

•^id production within th^j fr-?jnet-rork'of the principle of comparative c.dvant'aVe in the

allocation of tasks and responsibilities. This, however, would unsure the positive

and full participation of the private sector in the process of. national planning,

policy formulation, ?jid execution not on an ad hoc basis but on permanent ?aid

continuing one.
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79. Such mechanism would ultimately secure and ensure that the private sector vail

m-Tko optimum use of tho domestically available resources, promote indigenous develop

ment of factor inputs, identify and develop in a systematic manner its manpower

■requirements, .and rationalize the transfer of technology in an effective and productive

manner. However, the major challenge constitutes the change- of attitudes for a con

ducive developmental environment. Indeed, there is an imperative need for private-

investors to look beyond their immediate interest and have a lone-term set of socially

oriented objectives.

80. After all, the issue in principle is not one of public or private but rather

how the two sectors should be profitably intoned in a consistent and systematic

complementary fashion to affect rapid structural transformation in the context of

individual and collective self-reliance and sclf-sustainment as stipulated in the

Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos.




